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About the Institute

The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies is a leading institution of research and higher education dedicated to the study of world affairs, with a particular emphasis on the cross-cutting fields of international relations and development issues.

Through our core activities, we aim to promote international cooperation and make a contribution to the progress of developing societies. More broadly, we endeavour to develop creative thinking on the global challenges of our time, foster global responsibility and advance respect for diversity.

We are a cosmopolitan community located in the heart of Geneva, an international city and a centre of global governance. By intensely engaging with international organisations, NGOs, governments and multinational companies, we participate in global discussions and prepare future policy-makers to lead tomorrow’s world.
Thematic Expertise

Agriculture, land and rural development
- Bill Adams
- Jean-Louis Arcand
- Yvan Droz
- Christophe Gironde
- Susanna Hecht
- Marc Hufty
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Elisabeth Prügl
- Amalia Ribi Forclaz
- Anne Saab
- Shaila Seshia Galvin
- Lore Vandewalle

Armed conflicts, violence
- Jean-François Bayart
- Ravi Bhavnani
- Andrea Bianchi
- Julie Billaud
- Riccardo Bocco
- Filipe Calvão
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Vincent Chetail
- Andrew Clapham
- Alexandre Dormeier Freire
- Paola Gaeta
- Susanna Hecht
- Oliver Jütersonke
- Marcelo Kohen
- Keith Krause
- Anna Leander
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Dennis Rodgers
- Davide Rodogno
- Aidan Russell
- David Sylvan

Arms control, disarmament
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Andrew Clapham
- Keith Krause

Boundary and territorial disputes
- Zachary Douglas
- Marcelo Kohen
- Aidan Russell

Borders
- Alessandro Monsutti

Business, enterprises
- Cédric Dupont
- Anna Leander

Central banks
- Gopalan Balachandran
- Ugo Panizza
- Nathan Sussman
- Cédric Tille
- Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Children (labour, use, law, combatants)
- Yvan Droz

Civil society, social movements, trade unions, NGOs
- Jean-François Bayart
- Julie Billaud
- Nicole Bourbonnais
- Filipe Calvão
- Susanna Hecht
- Marc Hufty
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Elisabeth Prügl
- Shalini Randeria
- Amalia Ribi Forclaz
- Davide Rodogno
- Shaila Seshia Galvin

Clean technologies
- Joëlle Noailly

Climate, climate change, natural disasters
- Bill Adams
- Liliana Andonova
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Susanna Hecht
- Joëlle Noailly
- Joost Pauwelyn
- Anne Saab
- Shaila Seshia Galvin
- Jorge E. Viñuales
Cold War
- Jussi Hanhimäki
- Susanna Hecht
- Aidan Russell
- Cyrus Schayegh
- David Sylvan
- Lanxin Xiang

Communism and post-communism
- Christophe Gironde
- Lanxin Xiang

Competition policy
- Damien Neven

Conservation, biodiversity
- Bill Adams
- Susanna Hecht
- Marc Hufty
- Shaila Sleshia Galvin
- Timothy Swanson

Corporate responsibility
- Filipe Calvão
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Andrew Clapham
- Zachary Douglas
- Joost Pauwelyn

Corruption
- Rui Esteves

Currencies and foreign exchange
- Rui Esteves
- Yi Huang
- Ugo Panizza
- Nathan Sussman
- Cédric Tille
- Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Decentralisation policies
- Jean-Louis Arcand
- Alexandre Dormeier Freire

Decolonisation
- Marcelo Kohen
- Shalini Randeria ∈ colonialism
- Cyrus Schayegh
- Claire Somerville ∈ gender

Development, cooperation, aid policies
- Jean-Louis Arcand
- Gopalan Balachandran
- Julie Billaud
- Riccardo Bocco
- Nicole Bourbonnais
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Alexandre Dormeier Freire
- Yvan Droz
- Christophe Gironde
- Matteo Guidotti
- Susanna Hecht
- Marc Hufty
- Oliver Jütersonke
- Robert B. Koopman
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Isabel Pike
- Elisabeth Prügl
- Amalia Ribi Forclaz
- Dennis Rodgers
- Dominique Rossier
- Shaila Sleshia Galvin
- Liliana Soler Lutzelschwab
- Martina Viarengo

Digital
- Filipe Calvão ∈ digital economy, digital labor
- Yi Huang ∈ digital economy
- Anna Leander ∈ digital politics, gender in the digital age
- Claire Somerville ∈ gender in the digital age

Dispute settlement
- Zachary Douglas
- Marcelo Kohen
- Joost Pauwelyn
- Jorge E. Viñuales
- Fuad Zarbiyev

Economic history
- Carolyn Biltoft
- Rui Esteves
- Nathan Sussman
Emerging countries
→ Gopalan Balachandran
→ Filipe Calvão
→ Vincent Chetail
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Christophe Gironde – Vietnam
→ Susanna Hecht
→ Stephanie Hofmann
→ Yi Huang
→ Robert B. Koopman
→ Giacomo Luciani
→ Graziella Moraes Silva – Latin America, South Africa
→ Ugo Panizza
→ Shalini Randeria
→ Shaila Seshia Galvin
→ Cédric Tille
→ Martina Viarengo

Energy
→ Liliana Andonova
→ Gilles Carbonnier
→ Giacomo Luciani
→ Grégoire Mallard
→ Joëlle Noailly
→ Joost Pauwelyn
→ Jorge E. Viñuales

Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
→ Bill Adams
→ Liliana Andonova
→ Susanna Hecht
→ James Hollway
→ Marc Hufty
→ Joëlle Noailly
→ Anne Saab
→ Shaila Seshia Galvin
→ Timothy Swanson
→ Jorge E. Viñuales

Ethics
→ Annabelle Littoz-Monnet – bioethics

European Union
→ Liliana Andonova
→ Richard E. Baldwin
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Stephanie Hofmann
→ Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
→ Damien Neven
→ Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Finance, financial markets, international investment
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Rui Esteves
→ Yi Huang
→ Ugo Panizza
→ Joost Pauwelyn
→ Nathan Sussman
→ Cédric Tille
→ Lore Vandevallée
→ Jorge E. Viñuales
→ Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Financial regulation
→ Rui Esteves
→ Grégoire Mallard
→ Nathan Sussman
→ Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Foreign policies
→ Jean-François Bayart
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
→ David Sylvan
→ Lanxin Xiang

Gender, women and public policies
→ Aditya Bharadwaj
→ Julie Billaud
→ Nicole Bourbonnais
→ Yvan Droz
→ Françoise Grange Omokaro
→ Isabel Pike
→ Elisabeth Prügl
→ Liliana Soler Lutzelschwbab
→ Claire Somervillle
→ Lore Vandewalle
→ Martina Viarengo
Globalisation
- Gopalan Balachandran
- Aditya Bharadwaj
- Julie Billaud
- Carolyn Biltoft
- Alexandre Dormeier Freire
- Cédric Dupont
- Rui Esteves
- Christophe Gironde
- Michael Goebel
- Susanna Hecht
- Marcelo Kohen
- Anna Leander
- Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Ugo Panizza
- Joost Pauwelyn
- Elisabeth Prügl
- Shalini Randeria
- Shaila Seshia Galvin
- Gita Steiner-Khamsi
- Cédric Tille

Global health, global health diplomacy, global health governance, medical anthropology
- Jean-Louis Arcand
- Aditya Bharadwaj
- Nicole Bourbonnais
- Gian Luca Burci
- Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
- Suerie Moon
- Vinh-Kim Nguyen
- Claire Somerville

Governance (local and international)
- Bill Adams
- Liliana Andonova
- Gopalan Balachandran
- Aditya Bharadwaj
- Julie Billaud
- Carolyn Biltoft
- Gian Luca Burci
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Alexandre Dormeier Freire
- Cédric Dupont
- Christophe Gironde
- Matteo Guidotti
- Susanna Hecht
- Stephanie Hofmann
- James Hollway
- Marc Hufty
- Robert B. Koopman
- Nico Krisch
- Anna Leander
- Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
- Grégoire Mallard
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Elisabeth Prügl
- Shalini Randeria
- Dennis Rodgers
- Shaila Seshia Galvin
- Liliana Soler Lutzelschwab
- Gita Steiner-Khamsi
- David Sylvan
- Lore Vandewalle
- Martina Viarengo
- Fuad Zaribiyev

Growth
- Richard E. Baldwin
- Robert B. Koopman
- Ugo Panizza

History of international relations
- Gopalan Balachandran
- Carolyn Biltoft
- Michael Goebel
- Jussi Hanhimäki
- Oliver Jütersonke
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Amalia Ribi Forclaz
- Davide Rodogno
- David Sylvan
Human rights
- Andrea Bianchi
- Julie Billaud
- Nicole Bourbonnais
- Vincent Chetail
- Andrew Clapham
- Zachary Douglas
- Paola Gaeta
- Elisabeth Prügl
- Anne Saab
- Fuad Zarbiyev

Human security
- Filipe Calvão
- Oliver Jütersonke
- Keith Krause
- Grégoire Mallard
- Dennis Rodgers

Humanitarian action, intervention
- Julie Billaud
- Riccardo Bocco
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Andrew Clapham
- Paola Gaeta
- Stephanie Hofmann
- Oliver Jütersonke
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Davide Rodogno
- David Sylvan

Immigrants, refugees, diasporas
- Gopalan Balachandran
- Riccardo Bocco
- Vincent Chetail
- Yvan Droz
- Susanna Hecht
- Michael Goebel
- Jussi Hanhimäki
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Shalini Randeria
- Aidan Russell

Indigenous peoples
- Christophe Gironde
- Susanna Hecht
- Marc Hufty

Information/media theory and policy
- Carolyn Biltoft

International and targeted sanctions
- Andrea Bianchi
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Nico Krisch
- Joost Pauwelyn

International courts and tribunals
- Andrea Bianchi
- Vincent Chetail
- Andrew Clapham
- Zachary Douglas
- Paola Gaeta
- Marcelo Kohen
- Nico Krisch
- Joost Pauwelyn
- Fuad Zarbiyev

International humanitarian law
- Andrea Bianchi
- Vincent Chetail
- Andrew Clapham
- Paola Gaeta

International law (public, private)
- Andrea Bianchi
- Julie Billaud
- Gian Luca Burci
- Andrew Clapham (public)
- Zachary Douglas
- Paola Gaeta
- Nico Krisch
- Joost Pauwelyn
- Shalini Randeria
- Anne Saab
- Jorge E. Viñuales (public)
- Eric Wyler
- Fuad Zarbiyev
International organisations, UN
→ Liliana Andonova
→ Andrea Bianchi
→ Julie Billaud
→ Carolyn Biltoft
→ Nicole Bourbonnais
→ Gian Luca Burci
→ Vincent Chetail
→ Andrew Clapham
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Susanna Hecht
→ Stephanie Hofmann
→ James Holloway
→ Marcelo Kohen
→ Robert B. Koopman
→ Nico Krisch
→ Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
→ Ugo Panizza
→ Joost Pauwelyn
→ Elisabeth Prügl
→ Amalia Ribi Forclaz
→ Davide Rodogno
→ Claire Somerville – health and gender
→ Fuad Zarbiyev

Knowledge, education and aid policies
→ Alexandre Dormeier Freire
→ Dennis Rodgers
→ Gita Steiner-Khamsi
→ Martina Viarengo

Labour and employment
→ Gopalan Balachandran
→ Filipe Calvão
→ Yi Huang
→ Oliver Jütersenke
→ Amalia Ribi Forclaz
→ Sungmin Rho

Laws of war
→ Andrew Clapham
→ Anna Leander

Microeconomics
→ Joëlle Noailly

Microfinance
→ Yi Huang
→ Lore Vandewalle

Migration policies and law
→ Vincent Chetail
→ Alessandro Monsutti
→ Martina Viarengo

Military occupation
→ Andrea Bianchi
→ Vincent Chetail
→ Marcelo Kohen
→ Anna Leander
→ Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
→ David Sylvan

Monetary policy
→ Nathan Sussman
→ Cédric Tille
→ Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Multiculturalism
→ Gopalan Balachandran
→ Ravi Bhavnani
→ Julie Billaud
→ Yvan Droz
→ Michael Goebel
→ Graziella Moraes Silva

Multilateral diplomacy, international negotiations
→ Liliana Andonova
→ Richard E. Baldwin
→ Gilles Carbonnier
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Robert B. Koopman
→ Grégoire Mallard
→ Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
→ Joost Pauwelyn

NATO and alliance relations
→ Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Stephanie Hofmann
→ David Sylvan

Media
→ Riccardo Bocco (cinema)
→ Carolyn Biltoft
→ Patricia Spyer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities</th>
<th>Redistribution policies, social inequalities, poverty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filipe Calvão</td>
<td>Jean-Louis Arcand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilles Carbonnier</td>
<td>Nicole Bourbonnais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christophe Gironde</td>
<td>Alexandre Dormeie Freire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susanna Hecht</td>
<td>Christophe Gironde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Hufty</td>
<td>Graziella Moraes Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Jütersonke</td>
<td>Isabel Pike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giacomo Luciani</td>
<td>Dennis Rodgers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joëlle Noailly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Saab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaila Seshia Galvin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Swanson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge E. Viñuales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Nuclear treaties, governance, security | Grégoire Mallard |
| Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy | Riccardo Bocco |
| Pandemics | Suery Moon |
| | Vinh-Kim Nguyen |
| | Claire Somerville – gender |
| Politics of knowledge | Annabelle Littoz-Monnet |
| Public-private partnerships | Liliana Andonova |
| | Gian Luca Burci |
| | Gilles Carbonnier |
| | Anna Leander |
| | Annabelle Littoz-Monnet |
| | Gita Steiner-Khamsi |
| Race, racism, discrimination | Gopalan Balachandran |
| | Graziella Moraes Silva |
| | Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou |
| | Davide Rodogno |
| Regional integration | Richard E. Baldwin |
| | Cédric Dupont |
| | Susanna Hecht |
| | Stephanie Hofmann |
| | Grégoire Mallard |
| | Joost Pauwelyn |
| | Aidan Russell |
| Religion and politics | Gopalan Balachandran |
| | Jean-François Bayart |
| | Julie Billaud |
| | Nicole Bourbonnais |
| | Yvan Droz |
| | Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou |
| | Patricia Spyer |
| | David Sylvan |
| Small arms and light weapons | Keith Krause |
| State-building, sovereignty | Gopalan Balachandran |
| | Jean-François Bayart |
| | Riccardo Bocco |
| | Michael Goebel |
| | Matteo Guidotti |
| | Susanna Hecht |
| | Oliver Jütersonke |
| | Marcelo Kohen |
| | Keith Krause |
| | Anna Leander |
| | Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou |
| | David Sylvan |
Sustainable development

→ Bill Adams
→ Susanna Hecht
→ Joost Pauwelyn
→ Anne Saab
→ Claire Somerville
→ Nathan Sussman
→ Timothy Swanson

Terrorism, crime

→ Andrea Bianchi
→ Gilles Carbonnier
→ Vincent Chetail
→ Andrew Clapham
→ Paola Gaeta
→ Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
→ Dennis Rodgers

Trade policies and law – WTO

→ Richard E. Baldwin
→ Cédric Dupont
→ Robert B. Koopman
→ Joost Pauwelyn

Transatlantic relations

→ Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Stephanie Hofmann
→ David Sylvan

Urban questions

→ Ravi Bhavnani
→ Michael Goebel
→ Susanna Hecht
→ Oliver Jütersonke
→ Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
→ Dennis Rodgers
→ David Sylvan

US foreign policy

→ Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Susanna Hecht
→ Grégoire Mallard
→ David Sylvan

Water

→ Bill Adams
→ Timothy Swanson
→ Jorge E. Viñuales

World Wars

→ Lanxin Xiang
Geographic Expertise

Africa, Subsaharan
- Bill Adams
- Jean-Louis Arcand
  Angola, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Gambia, Mali, Senegal
- Jean-François Bayart
- Ravi Bhavnani
- Filipe Calvão
- Gilles Carbonnier
- Andrew Clapham – South Sudan
- Yvan Droz – Burundi, Ivory Coast, Kenya
- Christophe Gironde – Burundi, Mali, Republic of Congo
- Marc Hufty – Madagascar
- Oliver Jütersonke
- Marcelo Kohen – Western Sahara
- Graziella Moraes Silva – South Africa
- Vinh-Kim Nguyen – West Africa
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou – Sahel
- Isabel Pike
- Dominique Rossier
- Aidan Russell
- Liliana Soler Lutzelschwab
- Claire Somerville – Mozambique

Asia, East
- Cédric Dupont
- Yi Huang – China
- Marcelo Kohen
- Robert B. Koopman – China
- Sungmin Rho – China
- Timothy Swanson – China
- Martina Viarengo
- Lanxin Xiang – China

Asia, South
- Gopalan Balachandran – India, Indian Ocean
- Aditya Bharadwaj
- Julia Cajal Grossi
- Marcelo Kohen
- Robert B. Koopman – India
- Alessandro Monsutti
- Shalini Randeria – India
- Dennis Rodgers – India
- Shaila Seshia Galvin – India
- Claire Somerville – Nepal
- Lore Vandewalle

Asia, Southeast
- Alexandre Dormeier Freire – Indonesia, Vietnam
- Christophe Gironde – Cambodia, Vietnam
- Oliver Jütersonke – The Philippines, Timor-Leste
- Marcelo Kohen
- Patricia Spyer – Indonesia
- Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Europe, Eastern and Russia
- Liliana Andonova
- Aditya Bharadwaj
- Marcelo Kohen – Russia
- Fuad Zarbiyev

America, North
- Cédric Dupont
- Yvan Droz – Canada, Quebec
- Jussi Hanhimäki
- Robert B. Koopman
- Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou – United States
- Joost Pauwelyn
- David Sylvan
- Cédric Tille
- Martina Viarengo

Asia, Central
- Aditya Bharadwaj
- Julie Billaud
- Zachary Douglas
- Alessandro Monsutti
Europe, Western and Central

Bill Adams
Liliana Andonova
Richard E. Baldwin
Aditya Bharadwaj – Central (EECA region)
Andrea Bianchi
Carolyn Biltot
Yvan Droz – France, Switzerland
Cédric Dupont
Rui Esteves
Michael Goebel – France, Germany
Jussi Hanhimäki
Marcelo Kohen – Former Yugoslavia
Robert B. Koopman
Nico Krisch
Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
Grégoire Mallard
Joëlle Noailly – Netherlands, Switzerland
Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou – Western
Ugo Panizza – Italy
Joost Pauwelyn
Elisabeth Prügl
Amalia Ribi Forclaz
Davide Rodogno
Dennis Rodgers – France, Switzerland
Claire Somerville – Euro-region, UK
Nathan Sussman
Cédric Tille
Martina Viarengo
Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Latin America and the Caribbean

Jean-Louis Arcand – Brazil, Haiti
Riccardo Bocco – Argentina, Chile
Nicole Bourbonnais – The Caribbean
Gilles Carbonnier
Zachary Douglas
Yvan Droz – Bolivia, Central America, Ecuador
Rui Esteves
Michael Goebel – Argentina, Uruguay
Susanna Hecht
Marc Hufty
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Nicaragua, Peru
Marcelo Kohen – Argentina, Central America
Graziella Moraes Silva
Ugo Panizza
Dennis Rodgers – Argentina, Nicaragua
Liliana Soler Lutzelschwab
Claire Somerville – Peru
Martina Viarengo
Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Middle East and North Africa

Jean-Louis Arcand – Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia
Jean-François Bayart – Iran, Turkey
Ravi Bhavnani
Riccardo Bocco – Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine
Gilles Carbonnier
Marcelo Kohen – Israel, Palestine
Giacomo Luciani
Grégoire Mallard
Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
Alessandro Monsutti – Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan
Ugo Panizza – Lebanon
Davide Rodogno
Cyrus Schayegh – Israel, Iran
Nathan Sussman
Achim Wennmann
Faculty

BILL ADAMS
Visiting Professor, Interdisciplinary Programmes
Claudio Segré Chair of Conservation and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Agriculture, land and rural development
- Climate, climate change, natural disasters
- Conservation, biodiversity
- Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
- Governance, local and international
- Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities
- Sustainable development
- Water

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English

LILIANA B. ANDONOVA
Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Academic Co-Director, Centre for International Environmental Studies
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Climate, climate change, natural disasters
- Energy
- Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
- European Union
- Governance, local and international
- International organisations, UN
- Multilateral diplomacy and international negotiation
- Public-private partnerships

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Bulgarian, English, French
JEAN-LOUIS ARCAND
Professor, International Economics
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Agriculture, land and rural development
- Decentralisation policies
- Development, cooperation and aid policies
- Global health, global health diplomacy, global health governance, medical anthropology
- Redistribution policies, social inequalities, poverty

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish

GOPALAN BALACHANDRAN
Professor, International History and Politics

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Central banks
- Emerging countries
- Governance, local and international
- Immigrants, refugees, diasporas
- Labour and employment
- North-South relations

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, Hindi, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu
RICHARD E. BALDWIN
Professor, International Economics
Co-Director, Centre for Trade and Economic Integration

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ European Union
→ Growth
→ Multilateral diplomacy and international negotiation
→ Regional integration
→ Trade policies and law – WTO

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

JEAN-FRANÇOIS BAYART
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Yves Oltramare Chair Religion and Politics in the Contemporary World
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflicts
→ Civil Society
→ Culture matérielle, techniques du corps et subjectivation politique
→ Foreign Policies
→ Formation de l’État en Afrique et en Asie antérieure (Turquie, Iran)
→ Religion and politics
→ Sociologie historique et comparée du politique

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
ADITYA BHARADWAJ
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Biomedicine
- Medical biotechnologies
- Regenerative medicine and stem cells
- Reproductive health and technologies

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, Hindi

RAVI BHAVNANI
Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Armed conflicts, violence
- Evidence driven agent-based modelling
- Identity complexity
- Urban questions

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Hindi
ANDREA BIANCHI
Professor, International Law
Director of Studies
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ International law theory
→ Treaty interpretation
→ Use of force
→ Armed conflicts, violence
→ Human rights
→ International humanitarian law
→ Jurisdiction and Jurisdictional Immunities
→ Terrorism and counterterrorism
→ International courts and tribunals

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian

JULIE BILLAUD
Associate Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflicts, violence
→ Civil society, social movements, NGOs
→ Development, aid policies
→ Gender, women and public policies
→ Globalisation
→ Governance
→ Human rights
→ Humanitarian action
→ International law
→ International organisations, UN
→ Multiculturalism
→ Religion and politics

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
CAROLYN BILTOFT
Associate Professor, International History and Politics
Affiliated to the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Critical theory
→ Democracy
→ Globalisation
→ History of capitalism
→ History of international relations
→ International organisations
→ Media theory
→ UN Global Intellectual History

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

RICCARDO BOCCO
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflicts, violence
→ Cinema and migration in the Mediterranean
→ Cinema, art and peacebuilding
→ Dealing with the past and transitional justice
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies
→ Humanitarian action, intervention
→ Immigrants, refugees, diasporas
→ Military occupation
→ Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy
→ State-building, sovereignty

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Arabic, English, French, Italian, Spanish
NICOLE BOURBONNAIS
Associate Professor, International History and Politics
Co-Director of the Gender Centre

Areas of Expertise
- Civil society, social movements, trade unions, NGOs
- Development, cooperation and aid policies
- Gender, women and public policies
- Global health, global health diplomacy, global health governance, medical anthropology
- Human rights
- International organisations
- Redistribution policies, social inequalities, poverty
- Religion and politics

Spoken Languages
English, French, Spanish

GIAN LUCA BURCI
Adjunct Professor, International Law
Director, Joint Graduate Institute/Georgetown LLM in Global Health Law and Governance
Academic Adviser, Global Health Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

Areas of Expertise
- Global health governance
- Global health law
- International immunities
- International law (public, private)
- International organisations, UN
- World Health Organization

Spoken Languages
English, French, Italian, Spanish
JULIA CAJAL GROSSI  
Assistant Professor, International Economics  
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development  
Affiliated to the Centre for Trade and Economic Integration

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies  
→ Emerging countries  
→ Globalisation  
→ Industrial Organization

SPOKEN LANGUAGES  
English, Spanish

FILIPE CALVÃO  
Associate Professor, Anthropology and Sociology  
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy  
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies  
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Blockchain technology, cryptocurrencies, financial markets  
→ Corporate responsibility  
→ Digital labor, digital economies, crypto-mining  
→ Financial markets  
→ Human security and violence in postcolonial Africa  
→ Materiality, labor, capital  
→ Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities  
→ Postcolonial State  
→ Transparency, surveillance, secrecy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES  
English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish
GILLES CARBONNIER
Professor, International Economics
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflicts, violence
→ Arms control, disarmament
→ Climate, climate change, natural disasters
→ Corporate responsibility
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies
→ Energy
→ Governance and state
→ Humanitarian action, interventions
→ International and targeted sanctions
→ Multilateral diplomacy and negotiations
→ Public-private partnerships
→ Terrorism, crime

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, German, Portuguese, Spanish

VINCENT CHETAIL
Professor, International Law
Director of the Global Migration Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflicts, violence
→ Human rights
→ Immigrants, refugees, diasporas
→ International courts and tribunals
→ International humanitarian law
→ International organisations, UN
→ Migration policies and law
→ Military occupation
→ Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy
→ Terrorism, crime

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
ANDREW CLAPHAM
Professor, International Law
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflicts, violence
→ Arms control, disarmament
→ Corporate responsibility
→ Human rights
→ Humanitarian action, intervention
→ International courts and tribunals
→ International humanitarian law
→ International organisations, UN
→ International law (public)
→ Laws of war
→ Terrorism, crime

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

ALEXANDRE DORMEIER FREIRE
Senior Lecturer, Development Studies
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflict and violence
→ Development policies
→ Education
→ Globalisation
→ Social inequalities

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
ZACHARY DOUGLAS
Professor, International Law
Barrister and Queen’s Counsel

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Boundary and territorial disputes
- Corporate responsibility
- Dispute settlement
- Human rights
- International courts and tribunals
- International law (public, private)
- Law of the sea

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Russian

YVAN DROZ
Senior Lecturer, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Gender Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Agriculture, land and rural development
- Anthropology of ethic and local moralities
- Children (labour, use, law, combatants)
- Development, cooperation and aid policies
- Gender, women and public policies
- Religion and politics

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Spanish
CÉDRIC DUPONT
Professor, International Relations | Political Science
President of Executive Education
Co-Chair of the TASC Platform
Affiliated to the Centre for Trade and Economic Integration
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- European union
- Finance, financial markets, international investment
- Global governance and international organisations
- Globalisation
- Multilateral diplomacy and international negotiation
- Regional integration
- Swiss foreign policy
- Trade policies and law – WTO

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

RUI ESTEVES
Professor, International Economics and International History and Politics
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Currencies and foreign exchange
- Finance, financial markets, international investment
- Financial regulation
- Globalisation
- Corruption and Rent-Seeking

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian, Portuguese
PAOLA GAETA
Professor, International Law

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
¬ Armed conflicts, violence
¬ Human rights
¬ International courts and tribunals
¬ International humanitarian law
¬ International law (public, private)
¬ Terrorism, crime

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian

CHRISTOPHE GIRONDE
Senior Lecturer, Development Studies
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies
Affiliated to the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Geneva Centre for Humanitarian Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
¬ Agriculture, land and rural development
¬ Development, cooperation and aid policies
¬ Redistribution policies, social inequalities, poverty

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
MICHAEL GOEBEL  
Professor, International History and Politics  
Pierre du Bois Chair Europe and the World  
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Global history
- Globalisation
- European history
- History of international relations
- Immigrants, refugees, diasporas
- Multiculturalism
- Urban questions
- State-building

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, German, Spanish

FRANÇOISE GRANGE OMOKARO  
Lecturer, Anthropology and Sociology  
Affiliated to the Gender Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Approches qualitatives du terrain
- Maladies, sorcelleries, guérisons miraculeuses

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
MATTEO GUIDOTTI  
Senior Lecturer  
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies  
→ Governance, local and national  
→ Performance and change management  
→ Policy evaluation  
→ Project cycle management (PCM)  
→ Results-Based management  
→ State-building

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian

JUSSI HANHIMÄKI  
Professor, International History and Politics  
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre  
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Cold war  
→ Foreign policies  
→ History of international relations  
→ Immigrants, refugees, diasporas  
→ International organisations, UN  
→ NATO and alliance relations  
→ Transatlantic relations  
→ US foreign policy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, Finnish, French
SUSANNA HECHT
Professor, International History and Politics
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Civil society and social movements
→ Cold war
→ Conflicts and violence
→ Development and aid
→ Diasporas
→ Globalization
→ Governance
→ History of international relations
→ Indigenous populations
→ Migration
→ Regional integration
→ State building
→ Sustainable development
→ Urban questions
→ US foreign policy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, German

STEPHANIE HOFMANN
Professor and Head of Department, International Relations | Political Science
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ European Union
→ Global order, norm contestation
→ International organisations, UN
→ NATO and alliance relations
→ Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, German
JAMES HOLLWAY
Associate Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies
Affiliated to the Centre for Trade and Economic Integration
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Environment, environmental policies, law and economics
→ Global fisheries governance
→ Governance, local and international
→ International organisations, UN
→ Networks, social and political

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, German

YI HUANG
Associate Professor, International Economics
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Chinese economy
→ Currencies and foreign exchange
→ Finance, financial markets, international investment
→ Fintech and digital economy
→ International macroeconomics and finance
→ Labour market

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Chinese, English
MARC HUFTY
Professeur titulaire, Development Studies
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

- Civil society, social movements, Trade Unions, NGOs
- Conservation, biodiversity
- Development, cooperation, aid policies
- Environment, environmental policies, international environmental agreements
- Environmental history and the history of environmentalisms
- Governance, local and international
- Indigenous peoples
- Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities
- Rural development

SPOKEN LANGUAGES

English, French, Spanish

OLIVER JÜTERSONKE
Lecturer, Interdisciplinary Programmes
Head of Research at the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

- Armed conflicts, violence
- Development, cooperation, aid policies
- History of international relations
- Human security
- Humanitarian action, intervention
- Labour and employment
- Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities
- Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy
- Research methods
- State building, sovereignty
- Urban questions

SPOKEN LANGUAGES

English, French, German
MARCELO Kohen
Professor, International Law

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Armed conflicts, violence
- Boundary and territorial disputes
- Decolonisation
- Dispute settlement
- Globalisation
- International courts and tribunals
- International law and military occupation
- International organisations, UN
- Sovereignty
- State-building

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Portuguese, Spanish

ROBERT B. Koopman
Adjunct Professor, International Economics
Chief Economist and Director of the Economic Research and Statistics Division at the World Trade Organization

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Economic development
- Economic effects of trade agreements
- G20
- Management and leadership of economic research organisations
- Strategic planning
- Trade agreements
- Trade data
- Trade developments
- Trade policy
- US government trade policy and trade policy making
- WTO

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English
KEITH KRAUSE
Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Director of the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Armed conflicts, violence
- Arms control, disarmament
- Human security
- Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy
- Small arms and light weapons
- State-building

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

NICO KRISCH
Professor, International Law
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Governance, local and international
- International and targeted sanctions
- International courts and tribunals
- International law (public, private)
- International organisations, UN

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, German, Spanish
ANNA LEANDER  
Professor, International Relations | Political Science  
Deputy Director of the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding  
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy  
Affiliated to the Gender Centre  
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE  
➢ Commercial security markets  
➢ Digital politics and cybersecurity  
➢ International political design  
➢ Politics of international law  
➢ Qualitative methodologies

SPOKEN LANGUAGES  
Danish, English, French, German, Italian, Swedish

ANNABELLE LITTOZ-MONNET  
Professor, International Relations | Political Science  
Director of the Global Governance Centre  
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE  
➢ Ethics and bioethics  
➢ European Union  
➢ Framing and agenda-setting  
➢ Governance, decentralisation  
➢ International organisations, UN  
➢ Politics of expertise  
➢ Science and technology

SPOKEN LANGUAGES  
English, French
GIACOMO LUCIANI
Adjunct Professor, Interdisciplinary Programmes
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Economic development of resource-rich countries
→ Global governance of energy
→ Political economy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian

GRÉGOIRE MALLARD
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Director of Research
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Energy
→ Financial regulation
→ Governance, local and international
→ Knowledge, law and expertise
→ Nuclear nonproliferation and counter-proliferation
→ Regional integration
→ US foreign policy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Spanish
ALESSANDRO MONSUTTI
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
President, Board of Directors, Geneva Centre of Humanitarian Studies
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Agriculture, land and rural development
- Armed conflicts, violence
- Development, cooperation and aid policies
- Humanitarian action, intervention
- Immigrants, refugees, diasporas

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian, Persian

SUERIE MOON
Professor of Practice, Interdisciplinary Programmes and International Relations | Political Science
Co-Director, Global Health Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Formal and informal rules governing global health, human rights, development assistance, trade and investment
- Global governance
- Global health
- Outbreaks of infectious disease and global health security
- Power and the political and commercial determinants of health
- Technological innovation, access and sustainable development

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
GRAZIELLA MORAES DIAS DA SILVA
Associate Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Cultural sociology
- Elites and inequality
- Racial and ethnic inequalities

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Portuguese, Spanish

DAMIEN NEVEN
Professor and Head of Department, International Economics
Affiliated to the Centre for Trade and Economic Integration

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Competition policy, competition economics
- European Union

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
VINH-KIM NGUYEN
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Co-director, Global Health Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- COVID clinical care
- Ethnography of biomedicine
- Financialisation and biomedicine
- Global health
- Infectious diseases
- Pandemics
- Medical anthropology
- Social theory

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

JANNE NIJMAN
Professor, International Law

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- History of international legal thought
- Moral foundations of international law
- Cities in international law and governance
- International legal theory
- Human rights (and business)

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Dutch, English, French
JOËLLE NOAILLY
Lecturer, International Economics
Head of Research, Centre for International Environmental Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Applied microeconomics
- Clean technologies
- Climate, climate change, natural disasters
- Economics of innovation and technological change
- Energy
- Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
- Natural resources, extractives economies, commodities
- Research and innovation policy
- Sustainable development
- Text-mining and Big Data

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Dutch, English, French

MOHAMMAD-MAHMOUD OULD MOHAMEDOU
Professor and Head of Department, International History and Politics
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Armed conflict, violence
- Civil society
- Development
- Governance
- History of international relations
- Intervention
- Military occupation
- Multilateral diplomacy
- Religion and politics
- State-building
- Terrorism
- Urban questions

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Arabic, English, French, Spanish
UGO PANIZZA
Professor, International Economics
Pictet Chair in Finance and Development
Director of the International Center for Monetary and Banking Studies (ICMB)
Deputy Director, Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Central banks
→ Currencies and foreign exchange
→ Emerging countries
→ Finance, financial markets, international investment
→ Globalisation
→ Growth
→ International organisations
→ Public debt and sovereign debt crises

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, Italian, Spanish

JOOST PAUWelyn
Professor and Head of Department, International Law
Co-Director of the Centre for Trade and Economic Integration
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Climate, climate change, natural disasters
→ Corporate responsibility
→ Dispute settlement
→ Energy
→ Finance, financial markets, international investment
→ Global economic governance and international economic institutions
→ Globalisation
→ International courts and tribunals
→ Regional integration
→ Trade policies and law – WTO

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Dutch, English, French
ISABEL PIKE
Assistant Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Gender Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Development, aid policies
→ Gender, women and public policies
→ Redistribution policies, social inequalities, poverty

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Kiswahili

ELISABETH PRÜGL
Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Co-Director of the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Gender, women and public policies
→ Governance, local and international
→ International organisations, UN
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies
→ Agriculture, land and rural development
→ Labour and employment
→ Peacekeeping, peacebuilding, reconstruction policy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, German
SHALINI RANDERIA
Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Director of the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Civil society, social movements and NGOs
→ Displacement, dispossession and common property resources
→ Globalisation and development
→ Governance and state
→ Law and policy
→ Legal pluralism and informal justice
→ Post-colonial theory

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Bengali, English, German, Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi, Urdu

SUNGMIN RHO
Assistant Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Authoritarian government
→ Chinese politics
→ Migration and labour
→ Public opinion and behaviour
→ Trade and foreign direct investment (FDI)

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Chinese, English, Korean
AMALIA RIBI FORCLAZ
Associate Professor, International History and Politics
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies
Affiliated to the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Agriculture, land and rural development
→ Civil society, social movements, Trade Unions, NGOs
→ Development, cooperation, aid policies
→ History of international relations
→ International organisations, UN
→ Labour and employment

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, German, Italian

DENNIS RODGERS
Research Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Armed conflict, violence
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies
→ Governance, local and international
→ Human security
→ Knowledge, education and aid policies
→ Redistribution policies, social inequalities, poverty
→ Terrorism, crime
→ Urban questions

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Spanish
DAVIDE RODOGNO
Professor, International History and Politics
Head of Interdisciplinary Programmes
Director, Executive Certificate Advocacy in International Affairs
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre
Affiliated to the Global Health Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ History and politics of international organisations
→ History of conflicts and conflict resolution, history of authoritarian and totalitarian regimes
→ Humanity, humanitarianism, humanitarian intervention
→ Transnational movements, NGOs and philanthropic organisations

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian

DOMINIQUE ROSSIER
Lecturer, Development Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Développement, coopération et politiques d’aide
→ Management des projets et programmes de développement
→ Politiques et pratiques de la décentralisation
→ Politiques urbaines, planification et aménagement du territoire

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, German
AIDAN RUSSELL  
Associate Professor, International History and Politics

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Armed conflicts, violence
- Boundary and territorial disputes
- Cold War
- Immigrants, refugees, diasporas
- Regional integration

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

ANNE SAAB  
Associate Professor, International Law  
Co-Director LL.M. in International Law  
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies  
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Agriculture, land and rural development
- Climate, climate change, natural disasters
- Human rights
- International law (public, private)

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Dutch, English, French
CYRUS SCHAYEGH
Professor, International History and Politics

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Cold War
→ Decolonisation
→ Empire
→ Global history
→ Historiography

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Arabic, English, French, German, Hebrew, Persian, Spanish

SHAILA SESHIA GALVIN
Associate Professor, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Agriculture, land and rural development
→ Civil society, social movements, Trade Unions, NGOs
→ Climate, climate change, natural disasters
→ Conservation, biodiversity
→ Development, cooperation and aid policies
→ Emerging countries
→ Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
→ Globalisation
→ Governance, local and international

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Hindi
LILIANA SOLER LUTZELSCHWAB  
Lecturer, Development Studies  
Director, CAS-DAS Gender and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Democratic governance
- Gender, women and public policies
- International development cooperation
- Peace and conflict dynamics in Latin America

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
French, Spanish

CLAIRE SOMERVILLE  
Lecturer, International Affairs  
Faculty Head, Environment, Resources and Sustainability,  
Capstone Applied Research Projects  
Executive Director, Gender Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Ethnography and design in health systems research
- Gender and inequalities in global health
- Gender and inequalities in international organisations, technology and digital space
- Human-environment determinants of health and sustainable development
- Medical anthropology in global health
- Qualitative methodologies
- Risk and non-communicable disease

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
PATRICIA SPYER
Professor and Head of Department, Anthropology and Sociology
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Media, image and violence
→ Religion and politics
→ Visual and material culture

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Dutch, English, Indonesian, Spanish

GITA STEINER-KHAMSI
Professor, Interdisciplinary Programmes
Director of NORRAG
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
→ Comparative studies
→ Globalisation
→ Governance, local and international
→ Knowledge, education and aid policies
→ Public-private partnerships

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, Farsi, French, German
NATHAN SUSSMAN
Full Professor, International Economics
Pictet Chair in Finance and Development
Director, Centre for Finance and Development

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Central banks
- Currencies and foreign exchange
- Economic History
- Finance
- Financial markets
- Financial regulation
- Monetary policy
- Sustainable development

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, Hebrew

TIMOTHY SWANSON
Professor, International Economics
André Hoffmann Chair in Environmental Economics
Academic Co-Director, Centre for International Environmental Studies

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Conservation, biodiversity
- Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
- Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities
- Sustainable development
- Water

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English
DAVID SYLVAN
Professor, International Relations | Political Science
Affiliated to the Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Cold war
- Computer modeling
- Democracies and republics
- Foreign policy
- Intelligence agencies
- Military intervention
- NATO and alliance relations
- Organisations and bureaucracies
- Public opinion
- State-building
- Transatlantic relations
- U.S. foreign policy
- Urban questions

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French

CÉDRIC TILLE
Professor, International Economics
Scientific and Programme Director of the Bilateral Assistance and Capacity Building programme for Central Banks (BCC)
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Central banks
- Currencies and foreign exchange
- Emerging countries
- Finance, financial markets, international investment
- Globalisation
- Monetary policy

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French
LORE VANDEWALLE
Associate Professor, International Economics
Pictet Chair in Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Gender Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Financial inclusion
- Gender, women and public policies
- Governance and political reservations
- Microfinance, savings and insurance
- Rural development and resource governance

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Dutch, English, French

MARTINA VIARENGO
Associate Professor, International Economics
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development
Affiliated to the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding
Affiliated to the Gender Centre
Affiliated to the Global Migration Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Development, cooperation and aid policies
- Emerging economies
- European Union
- Gender, women and public policies
- Knowledge, education and aid policies
- Labour and employment
- Migration policies and law

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, Italian, Spanish
Jorge E. Viñuales
Adjunct Professor, International Law
Harold Samuel Chair of Law and Environmental Policy,
University of Cambridge
Affiliated to the Centre for International Environmental Studies

Areas of Expertise
- Climate, climate change, natural disasters
- Dispute settlement
- Energy
- Environment, environmental policies, law, and economics
- Finance, financial markets, international investment
- Natural resources, extractive economies, commodities
- Water

Spoken Languages
English, French, Italian, Spanish

Beatrice Weder Di Mauro
Professor, International Economics
Affiliated to the Centre for Finance and Development

Areas of Expertise
- Central banks
- Currencies and foreign exchange
- European Union
- Finance, financial markets, international investment
- Financial regulation
- Growth
- Monetary policy

Spoken Languages
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish
ACHIM WENNMANN
Advisor to the Director – Strategic Development and Partnerships
Senior Researcher at the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding (CCDP)
Lecturer, Interdisciplinary Programmes

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Business in fragile states
- City diplomacy
- Dynamics of violence and political transitions
- Mediation and conflict resolution

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
English, French, German, Spanish

LANXIN XIANG
Professor, International History and Politics
Director, Institute of Strategic Policy (ISP), China
National Institute For SCO International Exchange and Judicial Cooperation
Chair of International Strategic Studies, Shanghai University of Political Science and Law (SHUPL)

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
- Cold War
- Communism and post-communism
- Foreign policies of great powers
- Political philosophy
- World Wars

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Chinese, English
FUAD ZARBIYEV
Associate Professor, International Law
Co-Director LL.M. in International Law
Affiliated to the Global Governance Centre

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

→ Dispute settlement
→ Governance (local and international)
→ Human rights
→ International courts and tribunals
→ International law (public, private)
→ International organisations, UN

SPOKEN LANGUAGES
Azerbaijani, English, French
Research Centres

Albert Hirschman Centre on Democracy

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
→ Research on the everyday practices of democratic politics, citizens’ aspirations and dissatisfactions with liberal values, institutions and elites. Building on the seminal insights of Albert O. Hirschman, research at the Centre explores changing forms of civic engagement that produce new configurations of “voice” and “exit”
→ A series of public lectures, conferences and workshops organised and supported by the Centre
→ A series of PhD activities to foster interdisciplinary communities

CONTACTS
Shalini Randeria, Director
Christine Lutringer, Executive Director
P +41 22 908 62 28
E christine.lutringer@graduateinstitute.ch

E democracy@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/democracy

Centre for Finance and Development

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
Financial inclusion and access to financial markets in developing countries | Impact investing and SDG investing | Scaling up investment in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in developing countries and SME finance | Fintech and technological developments in developing countries | Alternative sources of funding (microfinance or micro-insurance) | Sustainable development | Financial History.

→ Leading international and interdisciplinary exchange platform in finance and development-related topics
→ Strengthening the dialogue and cooperation among academics, international organisations, NGOs, diplomatic missions, financial institutions and the private sector
→ Helping to build a new generation of professionals able to navigate between private and public development finance
→ Executive Education courses to the public and private sectors

CONTACTS
Nathan Sussman, Director
Ugo Panizza, Deputy Director
Patricia Arnold, Senior Coordinator
P +41 22 908 59 17
E patricia.arnold@graduateinstitute.ch

E cfd@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/cfd
Centre for International Environmental Studies

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
Political, legal and economic analysis of global environmental issues | Innovation, green growth and technological change | Environmental governance | Climate change | Resources and development | Agrarian environment and food systems | Global public-private partnerships in the multilateral system | Environmental and climate policy | Agriculture | Food security | Mining | Energy | Land use | Population and fertility | Fisheries | Forests politics and Amazon | Environmental history | Indigenous communities and rural development.

→ Better understanding of the social, legal, economic and political facets of global problems related to the environment, with an emphasis on the international dimension and the North-South relations
→ High-level academic research to improve the quality of decision making in public and private spheres
→ Training to PhD students
→ Disseminating research results through outreach activities targeted to experts and policymakers

CONTACTS
Liliana B. Andonova, Academic Co-Director
Timothy Swanson, Academic Co-Director
Joëlle Noailly, Head of Research and Lecturer
Andhina Irminger, Senior Coordinator
P +41 22 908 44 61
E andhina.kusumawidjaja@graduateinstitute.ch
E cies@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/cies

Centre for Trade and Economic Integration

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
→ CTEI brings together the research activities of eminent professors of economics, law and political science in the area of trade, economic integration and globalisation. It provides a forum for discussion and dialogue between the global research community, including the Institute’s student body and research centres in the developing world, and the international business community, as well as international organisations and NGOs. The Centre runs research projects and organises events, and occasionally hosts a visiting scholar.
→ CTEI has launched three new initiatives that will radically transform its reach and impact: Geneva Trade Platform, The Thinking Ahead on Societal Change Platform and the Digital Governance Hub

CONTACTS
Richard E. Baldwin, Co-Director
Joost Pauwelyn, Co-Director
Tamara Pironnet, Managing Director
P +41 22 908 44 64
E tamara.pironnet@graduateinstitute.ch
Michael Omumbwa, Logistics Coordinator
P +41 22 908 45 70
E michael.omumbwa@graduateinstitute.ch
E ctei@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/ctei
Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
- Changing normative orders and alternative approaches to peacebuilding
- The "insecurity trap" of fragile and conflict-affected states
- Urban and sub-state armed actors in settings of chronic violence
- The environment and natural resource management for sustainable peace and development
- The role of digital technologies in governance and peace efforts
- Conflict-sensitive programming in protracted crises

CONTACTS
Keith Krause, Director
Anna Leander, Deputy Director
Oliver Jütersonke, Head of Research
Sina Zintzmeyer, Operations Coordinator
P +41 22 908 57 41
E sina.zintzmeyer@graduateinstitute.ch
E ccdp@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/ccdp

Gender Centre

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
- Gender, governance and public policy
- Feminisms, mainstreaming and politics of change
- Gender and political economy
- Gendered dimensions of violent conflict, security and peacebuilding
- Gender, land and the right to food
- Gender and reproductive rights
- Gender and global health

- Transformative research that questions gendered power relations in development and international relations
- Foster critical debate and deliberation engaging a range of stakeholders to advance gender justice
- Combine expertise from across disciplines and the field of gender studies to focus on four areas: political economy and development; gender in international governance; violence, conflict and peacebuilding; and body politics and health

CONTACTS
Nicole Bourbonnais, Co-Director
Elisabeth Prügl, Co-Director
Claire Somerville, Executive Director
P +41 22 908 44 08
E claire.somerville@graduateinstitute.ch
Emmanuelle Chauvet, Coordinator
P +41 22 908 44 20
E emmanuelle.chauvet@graduateinstitute.ch
E gender@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/gender
Global Governance Centre

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
- Dedicated to better understanding the actors, knowledge, practices, institutions and power dynamics that shape global governance
- Research clusters include: 1) global politics of knowledge and expertise; 2) actors, mechanisms and practices of global governance; 3) legal and normative orders
- Research dissemination and critical yet constructive policy dialogue via: colloquium series, practitioners’ seminars, workshops, public lectures, scholarly publications, and The Global blog

CONTACTS
Annabelle Littoz-Monnet, Director
Velibor Jakovleski, Head of Research
Camila Morais, Coordinator
P +41 22 908 43 88
E camila.morais@graduateinstitute.ch

E globalgovernance@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/globalgovernance
W http://sdg.graduateinstitute.ch
W https://theglobal.blog/

Global Health Centre

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES
The Global Health Centre addresses challenges of global health governance through research, education and convening activities.

The work of the Centre focuses on five main areas:
- Technological innovation, access and finance
- Outbreaks and epidemics
- Global digital futures
- Intimacy, sexuality and autonomy
- Law, protection and control

CONTACTS
Nora Sada, Communications Officer
P + 41 22 908 45 61
E nora.sada@graduateinstitute.ch

Suerie Moon, Co-Director
Vinh-Kim Nguyen, Co-Director
Kristina Kunova-Petrova, Centre Manager
P +41 22 908 45 58
E kristina.petrova@graduateinstitute.ch

E globalhealth@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.graduateinstitute.ch/globalhealth
Global Migration Centre

RESEARCH AREAS AND ACTIVITIES

→ Providing policy-oriented expertise and publications on the multifaceted causes, patterns and consequences of global migration

→ Organising events, expert meetings and conferences

→ Offering a unique interface between academia, the international community and the civil society

→ Focusing on the transnational dimensions of migration and its interdisciplinary orientation in order to fully grasp the complexities of mobility in a globalised world

CONTACTS

Vincent Chetail, Director

Eve Hopkins, Coordinator

P  +41 22 908 62 56
E  eve.hopkins@graduateinstitute.ch

E  globalmigration@graduateinstitute.ch
W  www.graduateinstitute.ch/gmc
Other Centres and Programmes

Joint Centres with the University of Geneva
Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights (Geneva Academy)
Director: Gloria Gaggioli
E info@geneva-academy.ch
W www.geneva-academy.ch

Geneva Centre of Humanitarian Studies
Centre d’études humanitaires Genève
Director: Karl Blanchet
E humanitarianstudies@unige.ch
W www.humanitarianstudies.ch

Geneva Center for International Dispute Settlement (CIDS)
Co-Directors: Laurence Boisson de Chazournes, Thomas Schultz
E info@cids.ch
W www.cids.ch

Associated Programmes
Bilateral Assistance and Capacity Building for Central Banks
Joint programme funded by the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO)
Scientific and Programme Director: Cédric Tille
Executive Director: Tamara Pironnet
E bcc@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.bccprogramme.org

The Geneva Peacebuilding Platform
Joint partnership with the Graduate Institute’s Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding (CCDP), the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces (DCAF), the Geneva Center for Security Policy (GCSP), the Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO) and Interpeace
E info@gpplatform.ch
W www.gpplatform.ch

Global Commission on Drug Policy
Funded by the Open Society Foundations, Virgin Unite, Oak Foundation and the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs
Director: Khalid Tinasti
E secretariat@globalcommissionondrugs.org
W www.globalcommissionondrugs.org/

NORRAG – Network for International Policies and Cooperation in Education and Training
Independent education and training network
Director: Gita Steiner-Khamsi
E norrag@graduateinstitute.ch
W www.norrag.org

Small Arms Survey
Independent initiative hosted by the Graduate Institute
Director: Daniel de Torres
E sas@smallarmssurvey.org
W www.smallarmssurvey.org

Partner Foundation
International Center for Monetary and Banking Studies (ICMB)
Director: Ugo Panizza
E secretariat@cimb.ch
W www.cimb.ch

Partner Foundation
International Center for Monetary and Banking Studies (ICMB)
Director: Ugo Panizza
E secretariat@cimb.ch
W www.cimb.ch